
















Our Plug-n-Play Lighting lnstallation Kit is required to install most 
Goldstrike® lighting. The Plug-n-Play Lighting lnstallation Kit 
(P/N 48000) will accept four pairs of lights. To expand your 
lighting system acid a Y-splitter (P/N 48001). Our design utilizes 
factory style waterproof locking connectors for easy install with 
no modifications to your motorcycle. 

@ Plug-n-Play Lighting lnstallation Kit 
Plug-n-Play Lighting lnstallation Kit must be purchased separately 
on all Goldstrike® LED products. 

PART# Description 

48000• Plug-n-Play Lighting lnstallation Kit (pair) 
48001„ Lighting "Y" Splitters (pair) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing. DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

• Required to install Goldstrike® front and rear end lighting components. 

•• Required to install Goldstrike® rear end lighting components when 
there are more than 4 accessories. 

® LED Ref lector Replacement (Patent Pending) 

The Goldstrike® LED Reflector Replacement eliminates the duli 
factory reflector just above your license plate, replacing it with a 
whole new interpretation of accessory lighting. The LED Reflector 
Replacement features Plug-n-Play connectors and does not 
require Plug-n-Play Lighting lnstallation Kit (P/N 48000). 

PART# Description 
40035 LED Reflector Replacement 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

© LED Filler Panel Lights (Patent Pending) 

The Goldstrike® Filler Panel Lights acid super bright LEDs to the 
back of your motorcycle to help assure you're seen. Featuring 
high intensity plasma amber tum signals, red run and red brake 
lights. Light-pipe technology and ground breaking optics allow for 
visibility even when viewed from a sharp sicie angle. These are a 
must for any rider! 

PART# Description 

40030 LED Filler Panel Lights (pair) (chrome) 
40031 LED Filler Panel Lights (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 
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@Tour Blade® LED Lights (Patent Pending) 

Designed to acid LED run, brake, and sequential amber turn signal 
lights higher up on the back of your motorcycle to dramatically 
increase visibility. The LEDs are built into a low profile, lightly 
smoked lens to blend right into your motorcycle while enhancing 
the factory styling. 

PART# Description 

48200 Tour Blade® LED Lights 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

® LED Trunk Light (Patent Pending) 

Add stylish and bright LED run, turn, and brake lights to the back 
of your motorcycle. With super bright sequential red turn signals, 
this LED light will enhance the look of your motorcycle while also 
increasing visibility and safety on the road. lnstalls below any 
optional luggage rack for maximum visibility. 

PART# Description 

48004 LED Trunk Light (chrome) 
48005 LED Trunk Light (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Plu!)li-Play 

© LED Saddlebag Lights (Patent Pending) 

These run-turn Saddlebag Lights are simple to install with no 
drilling and use the Goldstrike® Plug-n-Play Lighting lnstallation 
Kit so no messy wiring. The design adds visibility to the side of 
your Gold Wing as well as the rear. Designed to seamlessly flow 
with the motorcycle's styling, you are adding style and safety at 
the same time. 

PART# Description 

40036 LED Saddlebag Lights (pair) (chrome) 

40037 LED Saddlebag Lights (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Plu!)li-Play 

Check out the full line of Goldstrike® accessories at goldstrike3d.com 







@ LED Fork Mounted NAV Lights (Patent Pending) 

The Goldstrike® LED Fork Mounted NAV Lights replace the amber 
reflectors with white LED accent lights combined with amber LED 
tum signals. Bright white and amber LEDs catch the eye of other 
motorists to help assure you're seen. 

PART# Description 
48100 LED Fork Mounted NAV Lights (pair) (chrome) 
48120 LED Fork Mounted NAV Lights (pair) (black) 
Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Fits many Trikes, visit 
goldstrike3d.com for details. 

Works with 78120,78121 
Fork Leg Covers. 

© LED Engine Lighting Panels (Patent Pending) 

Goldstrike® LED Engine Lighting Panels are the go-to part to dress 
up the top of the cylinder heads. These slim, chrome housings 
and bright amber LED running lights create remarkable visibility 
combined with unmistakable Goldstrike® style. 
Functions as eye catching amber running lights, standard, 
and can be used with our Plug-n-Play Hamess (P/N 48000) 
to add tum function as well. 

PART# 
*40055 
40056 

Description 
LED Engine Lighting Panels (pair) (chrome) 
Shock & Awe® LED Strips for 
Engine Lighting Panels 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 
*See goldstrike3d.com for latest pricing and availability information, 
or sign up for email updates of all our products releases.

42000 Manuał Controller 
Note: This manuał controller will be necessary when you purchase the 
LED Strips (P/N 40056) if you do not have an existing Shock & Awe® 

lighting set on your motorcycle. Featuring 21 different colors, flash, 
breathe/fade, paint mode and more from one easy to use controller. 

Plu!J}!-Play 

LED Engine Light1ng 
Panels Kit with easy Jll'J

� Plug-n-Play hamess and � ✓,/./• 
all necessary mount1ng � 
hardware. 

� �_) 40055 
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LED Engine Lighting Panels with 
Shock & Awe® LED Strips. 

*Please Note: Standard Plug-n-Play is included, use with P/N 
48000 ($99.99 I page 9) Plug-n-Play Lighting lnstallation Kit 
(sold separately) to add tum function. 



My Bike: 
@ Shock & Awe® 2.0 LED Lights 

Easily connect to your bike. 

Multi-Channels: 
Three channels allow you 
to control different zones 
on your bike. 

Music Play: 
Sync your llghting with 
your favorite songs! 

Microphone: 
Use your microphone to 
control the LEDs. 

Camera Color: 
Snap a photo to match your 
LEDs to any color. 

Race: 
Track your 0-60, 1/4 mile 
time, and top speed! 

Settings: 
Program LEDs to turn red when 
braking, monitor your battery 
voltage, and more! 

Shock & Awe® 2.0 takes your LED lighting kit to the next level. 
Along with being fully programmable for color, flash and pattern 
modes, we've packed the app full of exciting features. Racing 
mode to track your speed, music and microphone integration, 3 
channel output, and even camera integration to capture eustom 
colors. New smart brake function makes your light kit turn red 
when brakes are applied, and with the Ciro® Bluetooth app 
you are able to choose from a million colors to find the perfect 
match for your bike. Our lighting kit includes detailed placement 
instructions and Plug-n-Play wiring to make installation a breeze. 

PART# 
"48031 

41024 
41025 

41028 
41033 
41034 

41035 

Description 
Shock & Awe® 2.0, LED Lighting Kit 
for Gold Wing 
Shock & Awe® 2.0, 8" Y-Splitters (pair) 
Shock & Awe® 2.0, 8" Wire Extensions (pair) 
Shock & Awe® 2.0, 22" Wire Extensions (pair) 
Shock & Awe® 2.0, 3" LED Flex Pods (pair) 
Shock & Awe® 2.0, 12" LED Flex Strips (pair) 
Shock & Awe® 2.0, Controller Kit 

*Shock & Awe® 2.0, LED Llghting Kit for Gold Wlng lncludes: (15) 3" 
LED Light Strips, Bluetooth Controller, and all you need to install your 
lights around your motorcycle 
Fits: Any motorcycle or vehicle with a 12 volt power source 
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FEATURES: 
Tailored to the 2018-newer Gold Wing but compatible with 
any 12 volt source 
Bluetooth controller is compatible with all Ciro® Shock & Awe® 

LEDs (lncluding Shock & Awe® 1.0) 
• Create, save, and load eustom color sequences 

Monitor vehicle battery voltage in app 
Works on UTV, ATV, Boats, etc. 

KIT /flCLUDES: 

(15) 3" LED Light Strips

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

Bluetooth Controller 

Manuał Controller with On/Off Capabilities 

Full Color lnstructions & all you need to install your 

lights around your motorcycle 

See goldstrike3d.com to view videos of the Shock & Awe® in action! 







@Twin Raił Footrests 
The Goldstrike® Twin Raił Footrests are the perfect size footrests. 

They hit the sweet spot between a footpeg and floorboard for 

maximum comfort and clean style. Choose with driver adapter 

or without. 

PART# 

68405 

68400 

68425 

68420 

Description 

Footrests with Driver Adapters (pair) (chrome) 

Footrests without Driver Adapters 
(pair) (chrome) 

Footrests with Driver Adapters (pair) (black) 

Footrests without Driver Adapters 
(pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag, 

2001-2017 Gold Wing & F6B Note: Order without adapters if 

planning to use with 60300 & 60320 

® Twin Raił Fłoorboards (Patent Pending) 

The Goldstrike® Twin Raił Floorboards are for any rider looking 

to acid comfort and style to their motorcycle. The unique mounting 

system allows for forward or rear adjustment as well as the ability to 

tilt the board up or down. Choose with driver adapter or without. 

PART# Description 

68201 Floorboards with Driver Adapters 
(pair) (chrome) 

68301 Floorboards without Driver Adapters 
(pair) (chrome) 

68221 Floorboards with Driver Adapters 
(pair) (black) 

68321 Floorboards without Driver Adapters 
(pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Note: Order without adapters if planning to use with 

60300 & 60320 

DescriDtion Dimension 

Twin Raił Footrests 4-1/2" width x 3-1/8" łength
Twin Raił Fłoorboards 4" width x 6 3/8" łength 

See page 54 for Raił & CMX Footpeg options. 

© 





We designed the Goldstrike® 3-Way Adjustable Highway Peg 
Mounts to provide improved riding comfort for all Gold Wing riders. 
They are adjustable and the mounting position chosen by the 
owner may have an effect on lean angle. The rider can decide what 
is the best riding position for them but they must also understand 
how it may affect lean angle. 

@ 3-Way Adjustable Highway Peg Mounts 
(Patent Pending) 

The Goldstrike® 3-Way Adjustable Highway Peg Mounts are 
the best looking and most comfortable highway peg system on 
the market. They are easy to install and fully adjustable. With 
over 40 positions, you're guaranteed to be riding in comfort. 
Goldstrike® P/N 60300 & 60320 do not include footpegs. 
Can be used with footpegs P/N 68301, 68321, 68400, 68420, 

61001 or 61021. 

PART# Description 

60300 Adjustable Highway Peg Mounts 
(pair) (chrome) 

60305 Adjustable Highway Peg Mounts with 
Twin Raił Footrests (pair) (chrome) 

60320 Adjustable Highway Peg Mounts 
(pair) (black) 

60325 Adjustable Highway Peg Mounts with 
Twin Raił Footrests (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Win9, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 
Note: 2018-newer Roadsmith conversion require an additional 
bracket, visit goldstrike3d.com for more information 

Fits many Trikes, visit 
goldstrlke3d.com for details. 

® Brake Pedał Cover (Patent Pending) 

Transform your plain, mundane, stock brake pedał with the 
Goldstrike® Brake Pedał Cover! Our brake pedał cover uses high 
quality stainless hardware, strong cast aluminum, and non-slip 
rubber to enhance comfort and styling. You'II love the look and 
feel, especially when paired with the rest of the Twin Raił line of 
foot controls! 

PART# Description 

68300 Brake Pedał Cover (chrome) 
68320 Brake Pedał Cover (black) 
Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 





@ Adjustabłe Passenger Comfort Peg 
Mounts (Patent Pending) with Raił Footpegs 
The Goldstrike® Adjustable Passenger Comfort Peg Mounts allow 
you to provide your passenger with a wicie range of foot positions 
to ensure an extremely comfortable ride. These mounts simply bolt 
to the frame of your motorcycle with no modification and feature 
strong, rigid construction paired with elegant styling. The Raił 
Footpeg is also included which rests perfectly in the arch of your 
foot with a slight kick up on the end to make sure your foot 
is secure and doesn't slide off. We utilize the stock hol low swing 
arm pivot for the up-most strength, this may or may not be found 
on some trike conversions. 

PART# Description 

68200 Adjustable Passenger Comfort Peg Mounts 
with Raił Footpegs (pair) (chrome) 

68220 Adjustable Passenger Comfort Peg Mounts 
with Raił Footpegs (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Fits many Trikes, visit 
goldstrike3d.com for details. 

® Driver Foot rest Adapters (Patent Pending) 

The Goldstrike® Driver Footrest Adapters al low you to mount any 
Goldstrike® footrest, floorboard or footpeg on your Gold Wing. 
They fit into the stock driver footrest position with no modification 
and re-use the OEM mounting pin, spring and clip to maintain 
pivot function and ground clearance. Made from polished stainless 
steel. Works with all Goldstrike® footrests, floorboards or footpegs. 

PART# Description 

60010 Driver Footrest Adapters (pair) 
(polished sta in less steel) 

60012 Driver Footrest Adapters (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag, 
2001-2017 Gold Wing & F6B 

© Twin Raił Passenger 
Fłoorboard łnserts 
The Goldstrike® Twin Raił Passenger Floorboard lnserts replace 
the mundane OEM floorboard rubber with something much more 
exciting. They feature beautiful chrome accents and textured 
rubber for comfort, secure grip, and long-lasting good looks. 
Styled to complement the Goldstrike® Twin Raił Floorboards, 
Footrests, and Raił Footpegs these passenger floorboard inserts 
are a great addition to the Goldstrike® line. 

PART# Description 

68450 Twin Raił Passenger Floorboard lnserts (pair) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

® 

60010 60012 



@ Passenger Armrests (Patent Pendlng) 

Keeping your important passenger comfortable is key to a long 
ride. With our extended armrest pads, that won't be a problem. 
Our exclusive accessory port allows you to add a convenient 
drink holder to keep thirst at bay. lncludes drink holder mounting 
adapter to be used with our convenient Big Ass® drink holder, 

(P/N 58007 or 58009). Add a second mount to the other side 
of the bike or replace a lost mount with our Armrest Accessory 
Mount Kit. 

PART# Description 
25000 Passenger Armrests (pair) 
25001 Armrest Accessory Mount Kit 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Accessory port 
on both sides. 

Works great with Goldstrike"' Big 
Ass"' Drink Holder (see page 34) 
P/N 58007 or 58009 (Cup not 
included). Pivot action keeps 
your drink level when the trunk 
is opened. 

®Goldstrike® Grips (Patent Pending) 

The Goldstrike® Grips offer superior comfort due to their exclusive 
micro-textured soft touch rubber and increased diameter. We've 
worked to integrate modern styling with full factory functionality, 
ensuring efficient heat transfer through the rubber inserts in our 
grips. Simply bolt these grips on with no modification to your bike, 

and you'II be back on the road more comfortable than ever! 

PART# 

57001 

57002 

Description 

Goldstrike Grips (pair) (chrome) 

Goldstrike Grips (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Diameter 
1-5/8" (41mm) 
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Check out the full line of Goldstrike® accessories at goldstrike3d.com 







© Side Panel & Front Fender Vent Trims 
Goldstrike® picks up where the factory left off, complete the 
look of the fender with our Front Fender and Sicie Panel Vent 
Trim. They install in seconds and accentuate the styling of 
your Gold Wing. 

PART# 

78205 

78206 

78200 

78201 

Description 

Sicie Panel Vent Trims (pair) (chrome) 
Sicie Panel Vent Trims (pair) (black) 
Front Fender Vent Trims (pair) (chrome) 
Front Fender Vent Trims (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

® Fog Light Trim Rings (Patent Pending) 

Premium Goldstrike® Fog Light Trim Rings are designed to 
perfectly match the lines of your bike, while bringing interest to 
the otherwise plain, black fog light housings. Note: Requires no 
modifications to your bike for installation. 

PART# Description 

78220 Fog Light Trim Rings (pair) (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

© Front & Rear Fender Tips 
The Goldstrike® Fender Tips fit precisely to the contour of your 
front and rear fender for an easy way to acid a touch of chrome 
or gloss black. 

PART# Description 

78250 Front Fender Tip (chrome) 
78251 Front Fender Tip (black) 
78450 Rear Fender Tip (chrome) 
Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 
Note: Rear Fender Tip will not work on Trikes 



78110 

78111 

Shawn with 48100 Fork Mounted NAV Lights. 

@ Swingarm Pivot Covers 
Replace your stock swingarm pivot covers with brilliant chrome 
or gloss black, without compromising quality. Black rubber scuff 
guard helps protect surface. 

PART# Description 
78110 Swingarm Pivot Covers (pair) (chrome) 
78111 Swingarm Pivot Covers (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

® Fork Leg Covers 
The Goldstrike® Fork Leg Covers will completely transform the 
front of your motorcycle by covering up the duli, plain metal, front 
fork in either bright chrome or gloss black. lnstallation is easy and 
requires no disassembly of the fork. 

PART# Description 
78120 Fork Leg Covers (pair) (chrome) 
78121 Fork Leg Covers (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Fits many Tr ikes, visit 
goldstrike3d.com for details. 
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Removable cover plate 
allows for OEM reflector 
to be visible. Also works 
well with Goldstrike® 

P/N 48100 & 48120 Fork 
Mounted NAV Lights. 

© Vented Cali per Covers (Patent Pending) 

The Goldstrike® Vented Caliper Covers are designed to streamline 
the front end of your motorcycle and hide the unsightly wiring and 
brake lines. These covers ensure efficient cooling with their sleek, 
modern style. 

PART# Description 
78125 Vented Caliper Covers (pair) (chrome) 
78126 Vented Caliper Covers (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold W ing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Kit includes left and right 
sides with all necessary 
mounting hardware. 

Fits many Trikes, visit 
goldstrike3d.com for details. 

78125 

Check out the full line of Goldstrike® accessories at goldstrike3d.com 





@ Engine Covers 
Transform the look of your engine by replacing the duli, black 

plastic covers with aur precision fit chrome plated engine covers. 

lnstallation is made easy by simply bolting on the new covers. 

PART# Description 

78500 Engine Covers (pair) (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Note: Does not fit 6-speed models 

78501 6-Speed Engine Covers (pair) (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, Tour 

Note: Does not fit DCT models 

Kit includes left and right 

sides with all necessary 
mounting hardware. 

78500 

® License Plate Frame 
Dress up the rear of your Gold Wing with the curved Goldstrike® 

License Plate Frame. This frame complements your motorcycle's 

styling and features hidden fasteners to provide an ultra-clean look. 

PART# Description 

78400 License Plate Frame (chrome) 

78420 License Plate Frame (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag and 

many more motorcycles see page 52 

Fits many Trikes, visit 
goldstrike3d.com for details. 

Check out the full line of Goldstrike® accessories at goldstrike3d.com 







@Taillight Trims 
The Goldstrike® Taillight Trim enhance the look of your taillights and 

complement the rear end of your bike by adding a touch of chrome. 

PART# Description 

78210 Taillight Trims (pair) (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

® Rear Fender Extension Kit with 
Fender Filler Strips 
The Goldstrike® Fender Filler Strips are the answer to filling in the 

ugly gaps between your saddlebags and rear fender. Simply slide 

the filler strips onto each side of the fender, and retain them with 

the included hidden screws. The fillers are made from durable 

EPDM rubber, which will stili allow the fender to be easily removed 

for service. 

For even more protection, check out the Rear Fender Extension 

Kit, which also includes the fillers because of its dramatically 

increased width. The Rear Fender Extension is styled to match 

your original fender, while also adding 5 inches of length to limit 

road debris being kicked up off the tire. This extension hugs your 

rear tire and mounts to the original fender using a rigid steel 

bracket. This part also features a clearly marked cutting path to 

make it easy to modify for use with a trailer. 

PART# 

68901 

68902 

Description 

Rear Fender Filler Strips (pair) 

Rear Fender Extension Kit with 
Fender Filler Strips 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Rear Fender Extension 
Kit with Fender Filler 
Strips and all necessary 
mounting hardware. 

68902 

© Front Fender Extension 
Keep dirt and debris from damaging the front of your engine 

with the Goldstrike® Front Fender Extension. Styled to match 

the original fender materials and texture, this gets the job done 

without becoming an eyesore. lncludes easy to use drilling 

template for fool proof installation. 

PART# Description 

68925 Front Fender Extension 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 



@Mirror Accents 
For a bold statement use the Goldstrike® Mirror Accents. Our 
mirror accents bring the iconic Wing styling through the mirrors, 
enhancing the performance inspired sleekness of the new Wing. 
With simple installation, you will up your style game for years! 

PART# Description 

78225 Mirror Accents (pair) (chrome) 
78226 Mirror Accents (pair) (black) 
Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 
Note: Will not work with Twinart Mirror Surround 
(P/N 78325/78326) 

® Vertical Vent Trims 
The Goldstrike® Vertical Vent Trims are the perfect frame for the 
Gold Wing front end, These creative pieces are available in chrome 
or black and accentuate the shape of the front fairing without 
affecting air movement to the radiators. lnstallation is simple and 
the results are stunning. 

PART# Description 
78215 Vertical Vent Trims (pair) (chrome) 
78216 Vertical Vent Trims (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

© Speaker Grills (Patent Pending) 

The new generation Gold Wings boast a beautifully styled dash, 
but when you notice the speakers they were clearly forgotten. 
We've created these stunning speaker grills to salve that issue 
and complete the look of your cockpit! 

PART# Description 

78350 Speaker Grills (pair) (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Check out the full line of Goldstrike® accessories at goldstrike3d.com 
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Width 3·3/4" 

Height 4-1/8" 

Standard 
Drink Holder 

Width 4-1/8" 

Height 5-3/4" 

Bring virtually any can, bottle, or cup with you securely and in style 
with the Goldstrike® Drink Holder or Big Ass® Drink Holder. Chrome 
plated or molded black and made with neoprene rubber components, 
these drink holders will really stand up to the elements. The Big Ass® 

Drink Holder is 50% larger than the standard drink holder and easily 
fits 30 oz. tumblers. Using the simple bali mount design, you may 
easily remove your Drink Holder when not in use, and the mount 
blends right inte your controls. (U.S. Patent No. D798,672, D795,021) 

@Drink Holder 
PART# Description 

58003 Drink Holder (no mount) (chrome) 
58005 Drink Holder (no mount) (black) 
Fits: Any Ciro®/Goldstrike® bali mount. Except P/N 25000 
Passenger Armrests 

58411 Drink Holder (chrome) with Black Left Side 
Accessory Mount 

58611 Drink Holder (black) with Black Left Side 
Accessory Mount 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing DCT, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 
Note: Does not fit with Honda CB switch 

58410 

58619 

Drink Holder (chrome) w/Chrome Perch Mount  Drink 
Holder (black) w/Black Perch Mount  

Note: Fits most metric & Indian motorcycles, see page 55 for measuring 
guide with additional details 

Fits: Honda: All Gold Wing GL1800 (2018-up GL1800; will only fit brake 
side of bikes with DCT or CB switch installed), F6B, Gold Wing GL1500, 
All VTX1300/1800 models, '14-up Valkyrie, Shadow 750 Aero, Ace & Spirit, 
Shadow 1100, all VT1300 eustom Line Models (Sabre, Stateline, lnterstate), 
Rebel 300/S00 

® Big Ass® Drink Holder (Patent Pending) 

PART# Description 
58007 Big Ass® Drink Holder (no mount) (chrome) 
58009 Big Ass® Drink Holder (no mount) (black) 

Fits: Any Ciro®/Goldstrike® bali mount 

58811 Big Ass® Drink Holder (chrome) with 
Black Left Side Accessory Mount 

58911 Big Ass® Drink Holder (black) with 
Black Left Side Accessory Mount 

Fils: 2018-up Gold Wing DCT, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 
Note: Does not fit with Honda CB switch 

58810 

58919 

Big Ass® Drink Holder (chrome) with 
Chrome Perch Mount 
Big Ass® Drink Holder (black) with 
Black Perch Mount 

Note: Fits most metric & Indian motorcycles, see page 55 for measuring 
guide with additional details 

Fits: Honda: All Gold Wing GL1800 (2018-up GL1800; will only fit brake 
side of bikes with DCT or CB switch installed), F6B, Gold Wing GL1500, 
All VTX1300/1800 models, '14-up Valkyrie, Shadow 750 Aero, Ace & 
Spirit, Shadow 1100, all VT1300 eustom Line Models (Sabre, Stateline, 
lnterstate), Rebel 300/500 

Check out the full line of Goldstrike® accessories at goldstrike3d.com 





Cybercharger™ Phone Holder (Patent Pending) 

The Goldstrike® Cybercharger™ is the evolution of our top rated 

phone holder. We've gone back to the drawing board to completely 

redesign, improve, and integrate 15 watt wireless fast charging into 

the holder. Compatible with all the latest smartphones, in all sizes, 

the Cybercharger™ will hold your phone securely while never 

leaving you without a charge! 

PART# Description 

58002 Cybercharger™ Phone Holder 

Fits: For use with Goldstrike® bali mounting system (see page 40 for 

mounting options) 

Features: 
- Supports up to 15W wireless charging 

- I0S and Android support 

- Fast charge capable 

- Waterproof electronics 

- Strong reinforced black nylon components with soft touch 

high-grip fingers 

- Easy one-handed operations 

SOLD lUITHOUT 

mounr1 

- Securely grips almost any phone including the case 

- Simple wire harness included, connects directly to any 

12v battery with included in-line fuse 

- Locking handle can be used on either sicie of holder 

- Adjustable gripping force 

- Adjustable bottom foot to accommodate a variety of 

phone heights 

- Compatible with Qi-enabled cellphone devices 

mounts 

Easily Snap 
ON or OFF 

Soft touch 
high-grip fingers 

Adjustable from 2-3/8" 
wicie to 4" wide 

Phone holder is designed to work with a wide 

variety of cases, be sure to confirm that your case 

is compatible with wireless charging technology to 

utilize the charging features of this holder. 

Swivel mount to allow portrait 
or landscape display 

Tighten and flip lever 
to lock in place 

Adjustable bottom 
foot to accommodate 

a variety of phone 
heights 

Check out the full line of Goldstrike® accessories at goldstrike3d.com 







Smartphone Holder 
The Goldstrike® Smartphone Holder is designed to be quick and 
simple, just flip the lever to lock your smartphone into the secure 
rubber molded fingers. Expands up to 3-1/2" wide. Choose either left 
side or right side 360° adjustable mount. Reversi ble operating handle 
can be placed on either the left or right sides for ease of operation. 
We've designed and built a durable cast clamp half to be used on the 
DCT models, that seamlessly flows into your OEM controls, yet allows 

use of the full line of Goldstrike® accessory system. Easy installation 
and adjustment to maximize your comfort. Using the simple bali 
mount design, you may easily remove your Smartphone Holder 
when not in use, and the mount blends right into your controls. 

(U.S. Patent No. D790,528) 

PART# Description 

58311 Smartphone Holder with Black Left 
Side Accessory Mount 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing DCT, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 
Note: Does not fit with Honda CB switch 

58310 Smartphone Holder with Perch Mount (chrome) 

58319 Smartphone Holder with Perch Mount (black)  

Note: Fits most metric & Indian motorcycles, see page SS for measuring 
guide with additional details 

Fits: Honda: All Gold Wing GL1800 (2018-up GL1800; will only fit brake 
sicie of bikes with DCT or CB switch installed), F6B, Gold Wing GL1500, 
All VTX1300/1800 models, '14-up Valkyrie, Shadow 750 Aero, Ace & 
Spirit, Shadow 1100, all VT1300 eustom Line Models (Sabre, Stateline, 
lnterstate), Rebel 300/500 

Rubber Overmolded 
Fingers 

Tighten and flip lever 
to lock in place 

Simple Bali Mounting 
System 

360° Adjustable Mount 



© Accessory Mounts 
The Goldstrike® Accessory Perch Mount puts a bali on either your 

left or right hand controls. This can be used to mount a variety of 
Goldstrike® accessories including the Goldstrike® Cyberchargerrn 

Smartphone Holder, Smartphone Holder and the Goldstrike® Drink 
Holders. Using this simple bali mount design, you may easily remove 

your accessory when not in use, and the mount blends right into 

your controls. 360°swivel and modular capabilities. We've designed 
and built a durable cast clamp half to be used on the DCT models, 

that seamlessly flows into your OEM controls, yet allows use of 

the full line of Goldstrike® accessory system. Easy installation and 
adjustment to maximize your comfort. 

PART# Description 
58111 Left Side Accessory Mount (black) 

(Patent Pending) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing DCT, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 
Note: Does not fit with Honda CB switch 

58110 Perch Mount (chrome) 
58119 Perch Mount (black) 

Note: Fits most metric & Indian motorcycles, see page SS for measuring 
guide with additional details 

Fits: Honda: All Gold Wing GL1800 (2018-up GL1800; will only fit brake 
side of bikes with DCT or CB switch installed), F6B, Gold Wing GL1500, 
All VTX1300/1800 models, '14-up Valkyrie, Shadow 750 Aero, Ace & 
Spirit, Shadow 1100, all VT1300 eustom Line Models (Sabre, Stateline, 
lnterstate), Rebe! 300/500 

lD»DZNiW. 
PERCH mounT 

Kit includes all necessary 
spacers, and M6 bolts typically 
found in Metric and Indian 
motorcycles along with many 
other powersports vehicles. 

® Tie Down Brackets 

11/s"

¼" 

Tie Down Brackets for the 2018-up Gold Wing, give you a secure, 

easy-to-access location in which to strap down the front of 
your motorcycle during trailer transport or service. These are 

powdercoated black to blend in with the motorcycle, but easy 

to find when needed. lncludes all necessary hardware. 

PART# Description 
98000 Tie Down Brackets (pair) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 
Note: Will werk with Honda brand fog lights, others may 

requi re slight modification 

Check out the full line of Goldstrike® accessories at goldstrike3d.com 







@ Camera Mount 
The Goldstrike® Camera Mount can be used to mount any 
camera that uses the GoPro style mounting. Constructed of 
durable stainless steel for rugged use and longevity. The Camera 
Mount holds the camera secure while allowing a great degree of 
adjustment. Never miss the perfect shot again! Note: The camera 
mount can be installed under either the left or right mirrors giving 
a great perspective on your ride. 

PART# Description 

58137 Camera Mount 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 
Note: Will not work with Honda upper wind deflectors 

58137 

® LED Lighted Flag Pole 
& Mounts (Patent Pending) 

Show your colors day or night as you proudly display the flag with 
the help of the Goldstrike® LED Lighted Flag Pole. Easy mounting 
with no drilling required when used with one of the Goldstrike® 

flag mounts. Also works well with any 6"x 9" sized flags. Built-in 
white LEDs can be powered by any 12v source. lncludes easy to 
install ON/OFF in-line switch or can be installed to any Key-ON 
powersource. Flag mount sold separately. 

PART# 

78600 

Description 

LED Lighted Flag Pole (chrome) 
with American Flag 

Fits: Works with any Goldstrike® mount (see below) 

78606 Tubular Luggage Rack Mount 

Fits: 1/2" diameter tubing 

78607 Fiat Luggage Rack Flag Mount 

Fits: Most popular fiat billet style luggage racks 

78605 Trunk Lid Mount 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag (will fit 
either the left or right side of the bike). Note: Comes with hardware 
and mounts to install one flag on the left or right side of the trunk. One 
mounting kit per flag is required. 

78608 Antenna Mount 

Fits: .6" diameter typically found on stock antennas on '01-'17 GL1800 

® 

78607 

O\D renderings 



While working globally, Goldstrike® builds relationships with 

outstanding product development companies around the world. 

Twinart is one of those companies , and they have a passion 

for the new Gold Wing. Their innovative team has come up 

with some great products that Goldstrike® is proud to be the 

exclusive distributor for the worldwide Gold Wing community! 

@Twinart Windshield Strut Covers 
The Twinart Windshield Strut Covers are a great way to add to 
the overall style of your bike while giving it that eustom look 
in minutes. 

PART# Description 
18100 Windshield Strut Covers (pair) (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

® Twinart License Light Lid 
The Twinart License Light Lid is a great way to set your bike apart 
from the rest with this premium and affordable accent piece. 

PART# Description 
78300 License Light Lid (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

© Twinart Engine & Saddlebag 
Guard Covers 
The stock engine guards and saddlebag guards leave a lot to be 
desired. Twinart has created chrome ABS covers that install easily 
and add just the right amount of sophistication to an otherwise 
mundane component. 

PART# Description 
78310 Engine Guard Covers (pair) (chrome) 
78320 Saddlebag Guard Covers (pair) (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

@Twinart Master Cylinder Covers 
The Twinart Front and Rear Master Cylinder Covers are designed 
to dress up the front hand controls and engine compartment. 
The covers fit over the duli factory component and can be 
installed in just minutes. The Front and Rear Master Cylinder 
Covers maintain the factory seal, but stili allow for easy access 
when service is needed. Front and Rear Master Cylinder Covers 

are sold separately. 

PART# Description 

78330 Front Master Cylinder Cover (chrome) 
78331 Left Front Master Cylinder Cover 

6-Speed Models only (chrome) 
78340 Rear Master Cylinder Cover (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Check out the full line of Goldstrike® accessories at goldstrike3d.com 







@ Twinart Side Covers 
The Twinart Side Covers enhance the original duli black plastic 

side covers with brilliant chrome to really help dress up your 

Gold Wing. These covers fali perfectly into place, just like OEM, 

and feature a sleek rub guard to avoid scuffs. The Twinart Side 

Covers look great shining solo, and are also compatible with the 

Goldstrike® Frame Covers to really make an impact! 

PART# Description 

78305 Side Covers (pair) (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Fits many Trikes, visit 
goldstrike3d.com for details. 

® Twinart Switch Panel Cover 
The Twinart Switch Panel Cover surrounds your switches with 

precision and just the right amount of chrome. lnstallation is a 

breeze and requires no disassembly! Simply peel the adhesive 

backing and press the cover on to transform your cockpit. 

PART# Description 

78335 Switch Panel Cover (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

© Twinart Lighted Vent Trims 
Ride free with swords of light! 

The Twinart Lighted Vent Trim cuts through the night with a flare 

for excitement. Bright white LED running lights create a look 

found only found on high end sports cars. The amber turn signals 

will have you driving with the confidence of ultimate visibility. 

Of course these light trims are completely compatible with our 

(P/N 48000) Plug-n-Play harness for easy installation. Shown with 

the Goldstrike® Vent Trim, the combination is spectacular. Note: 

See unlit Goldstrike® Vertical Vent Trim on page 32. 

PART# Description 

78315 Lighted Vent Trims (pair) (chrome) 

78316 Lighted Vent Trims (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 



@Twinart Radiator Slot Trims 
The Twinart Radiator Slot Trim are small, chrome-plated accents 

that add a touch of classic styling to the radiator vents for a 

streamlined look. 

PART# Description 

78370 Radiator Slot Trims (set of four) (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

® Twinart Mirror Surrounds 
Looking for a subtle accent for the mirrors and front turn signals 

on your Gold Wing, Twinart has your trim piece. The Mirror 

Surrounds will add just the right amount of shine! lnstalls in 

seconds and will look great for years to come. 

PART# Description 

78325 Mirror Surrounds (pair) (chrome) 

78326 Mirror Surrounds (pair) (black) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Note: Will not work with Goldstrike® Mirror Accents 

(P/N 78225/78226) 

© Twinart Passenger Floorboard Covers 
The Twinart Passenger Floorboard Covers simply fali into place 

and add much needed chrome to the side profile of your bike. 

These covers work perfectly with aur chrome side covers and 

Goldstrike® Frame Covers to really make an impact and give 

your bike a full eustom look! 

PART# Description 

78380 Passenger Floorboard Covers (pair) (chrome) 

Fits: 2018-up Gold Wing, DCT, Tour, Tour DCT, Tour DCT Airbag 

Check out the full line of Goldstrike® accessories at goldstrike3d.com 
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METRIC CRUISERS AND IJlVS 

o 50132 

@1" Offset Ball Mount 
Mount your Ciro®/Goldstrike® accessory with this offset bali 
mount. Provides a solution for unique applications. lncludes our 
handy action camera adapter but can be used with any Ciro®/ 
Goldstrike® bali mount accessory. 

PART# Description 
50137 l" Offset Bali Mount 

Fits: Universal fitment, includes a variety of hardware for installation. 

® Aluminum Bar Mount Clamps 
Clean, single bolt attachment clamp made of heat treated 
aluminum. Compatible with Ciro®/Goldstrike® accessories, 
including phone holders, drink holders and camera mounts. 

PART# Description 
50128 Aluminum Bar Mount 7/8"-l" Clamp (chrome) 
50129 Aluminum Bar Mount 7/8"-1" Clamp (black) 
50130 Aluminum Bar Mount 1-1/4" Clamp (chrome) 
50131 Aluminum Bar Mount 1-1/4" Clamp (black) 

Fits: 7/8" and 1" round bars or 1-1/4" round bars. 

© Smartphone/GPS Holder (no mount) 
The Ciro® Smartphone/GPS Holder is designed to be quick and 
simple, just flip the lever to lock your smartphone into the secure 
rubber molded fingers. 

With the premium model never worry about draining your phone 
battery while riding again! The Ciro® Premium Smartphone/GPS 
Holder has a built in 1.3 amp USB plug-in (cabie not included) so 
you'II be able to charge as you ride. (U.S. Patent No. D790,528) 

PART# Description 
50000 Premium Smartphone/GPS Holder 

with Charger (no mount) 
50001 Smartphone/GPS Holder without Charger 

without Charger (no mount) 

Fits: For use with any Ciro®/Goldstrike® bali mount. 

® Economy Perch Mount 
Just a simple extended bali stud, threaded to replace pretty much 
any 1/4-20 or M6 threaded fastener. Use as a nut, use as a bolt. 
Works great as a replacement screw on your handlebar controls. 

PART# Description 
50132 1/4-20 Thread Pitch 
50133 M6 Thread Pitch 

Fits: Replaces most 1/4-20 or M6 threaded fasteners. 

Check out the full line of Goldstrike® accessories at goldstrike3d.com 
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@ Universal Stud Mount/Mirror Mount 
Ciro® offers multiple universal mounts depending on what you 
are mounting and where. The Universal Stud Mount mounts to 
any surface that will accept a 1/4-20 stud. Accessory Mirror 
Mount easily attaches to the left or right side. 

PART# Description 

50118 Universal Stud Mount 
50120 Accessory Mirror Mount 

Fits: Anywhere there is a 1/4" hole or 1/4-20 threaded bolt. 

® Universal Ball Mount 
The Ciro® Universal Ball/Clamp Mount allows you to put any 
Ciro® Bali Mounted accessory wherever you want. This mount 
works great on ATVs, UTVs, and boats. The universal fit works 
with any tube from 7/8" to 2-1/4". Can be used to mount Ciro® 

and Goldstrike® Cybercharger,n" device holders, cup/drink 

holders, cameras, and more. Just choose the correct adapter 
and clamp it down. 

PART# Description 

50126 Accessory Universal Bali Mount (black) 

Fits: 7/8" to 2-1/4" diameter round tubing with the included stainless 
steel clamp or 1-1/8" to 1-3/4" square tubing. 

© Action Camera Adapters 
The Ciro® Action Camera Adapter can be used to mount your 
action camera almost anywhere on your bike. Works with any of 
our bali mounts to hold the camera secure while stili allowing a 
great degree of adjustment. Ciro® Action Camera Adapter with 
Stud Mount. Fits GoPro cameras. 

PART# Description 

50123 Action Camera Adapter 
50127 Action Camera Adapter with Stud Mount 

Fits: 50123 Anywhere with Ciro® and Goldstrike® Bali Mounting 
System. 50127 Action Camera Adapter with Stud Mount, includes our 

Universal Stud mounting kit and can be used anywhere there is a 1/4" hole. 

® Camera/GPS Mounting Kit 
The Camera/GPS Mounting Kit allows you to mount your camera 
or GPS to any Ciro® Ball Stud. Mounting bracket has bolt patterns 
and stud mounts for most common camera and GPS mounts. 

PART# Description 

50124 Action Camera/GPS Mounting Kit 

Fits: Anywhere with Ciro® and Goldstrike® Bali Mounting System. 

-
50123 

50127 

© 
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METRIC CRUISERS AND IJlVS 

0 Hingeless Clamps with Clevis 
Ciro® engine guard Hingeless Clamps with Clevis kits are the 
modern solution for motorcycles equipped with 1-1/4" engine 
guards. Ratcheting footpeg clevis is far superior to the "D" spring 
technology of days gone by, but if you need to use your "D" 
spring it stili works. Available in chrome and black finish with 
4" ergonomie extension allowing every size rider the ability to 
adjust and fine tune their forward riding position. Ciro's exclusive 
patented design is centered around an innovative pinless clamp. 
lt is the strongest and most elegant solution on the market today. 
Multiple options available including with extension arm, with clevis 
and with peg mount. (U.S. Patent No. D7S5,519, D832,694) 

PART# 

60002 

60022 

Description 
Hingeless Clamps with Clevis (pair) (chrome) 
Hingeless Clamps with Clevis (pair) (black) 

Fits: Mounts to any 1-1/4" round engine guard. Note: Works with Ciro® 

footpegs 61002, 61022, 61006, 61026 or any 1/2" Harley-Davidson® 

style małe mount peg. 

® Raił & CMX Footpegs 
Ciro® CMX Footpegs honor the moto-x tradition of performance 
and function. These pegs feature an aluminum peg body with gołd 
Ciro® coin feature and rubber grip. The Raił pegs have a chrome 
insert and rubber grip. Precision crafted and manufactured to 
blend classic styling, great comfort, and a secure feel. Available 
in chrome or black and with or without adapter. 

PART# Description 

61002 Raił Footpegs with adapter (pair) (chrome) 
61022 Raił Footpegs with adapter (pair) (black) 
61006 CMX Footpegs with adapter (pair) (chrome) 
61026 CMX Footpegs with adapter (pair) (black) 

Fits: Footpegs without adapters are for Ciro® part numbers 60003, 

60023, 60005, 60025. 

© License Plate Frame 
Dress up the rear of your motorcycle with the curved Ciro® License 
Plate Frame. This frame complements your motorcycle's styling 
and features hidden fasteners to provide an ultra-clean look. 

PART# Description 

70400 License Plate Frame (chrome) 

Fits: Most motorcycles with a fiat and horizontal license plate mount. 
For 4" x 7" license plates. Note: Does not fit 2010-up Street Glides® or 
other Harley-Davidson® models with a Stop-Turn-Tail light bar. 

Check out the full line of Goldstrike® accessories at goldstrike3d.com 



MEASURING TEMPLATE 

A DIV/SION OF CIRO 

1. Determine Bar Diameter

Determine the diameter of the bar at your intended installation location before 

ordering. Shown to the right is a basie measuring template which can be used. 

Simply cut along the dashed lines and wrap around your bar, the measurement 

that aligns to the start mark will be the bar's diameter, allowing the proper clamp 

or mount selection to be made. 

2. Perch Mount Application

Also provided is a simple template of our popular Perch Mount. Cut out and align 

the template to your factory screw locations to determine if this is the correct 

application. All of our perch mount kits include spacers and longer screws to 

replace the original ones removed. Please note, the hardware we provide is 

suitable for replacing popular metric M6 x 20mm long screws found in many 

applications. lf your screw is slightly different it may require customer supplied 

screws or spacers available from a local hardware supplier. 

3. Universal Mounts

Lastly, be sure to review our options for Universal Stud, Mirror, 1" Offset, and 

Economy Perch Mount. These utilize a single mounting point that can be aligned 

with an existing hole on your vehicle or create a new location for endless 

possibilities. These mounting kits include a small variety of hardware to get you 

started. Customer supplied hardware may be needed for unique applications. 

We love to see new and creative applications of our great products, be sure to 

snap a picture and share with us on our website or social media pages. You might 

be featured in an upcoming social media post or catalog! 

Visit us at multiple events around the country for 

professional installation of all our quality products , for 

a complete list visit www.lidor.pl.

lf you can't find Goldstrike® at your local dealer, have 

them contact us to become part of our ever growing 

dealer network. 
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